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Introduction

Segmentation and
Classification

Produce image layers (pix
size:1 m)
Interpolate images
(remove NoData)
Create input layers for
OBIA:
• point cloud
classification, nDSM
and Intensity

Obtain buildings from LiDAR classification
Detect big forest patches (large segmentation
scale)
Classify gardens (small segments adjacent to
buildings)
Detect ground, high trees and succession and
improve forest class delineation (include small
patches into surrounding class)
Merge results

Accuracy assessment

Materials

Define optimal set of input layers,
weights and parameters for
segmentation (trial-and-error, ESP
tool – Dragut et al., 2010)
Define rules for vegetation
classification (CART): forest (height >
10 m), succession (height 1-10 m),
ground and low vegetation
(height < 1 m) – nDSM
Include forest definition of Polish
State Forests (min area 0.1 ha)

LiDAR processing

Preliminary steps

In this study, we investigate the potential of mapping forest succession for a small commune
located in a rural landscape in the Polish Carpathians using LiDAR data and OBIA. The
underlying principle is to minimize the number of features that are used for both
segmentation and classification of objects, in order to produce as universal solution as
possible (non-depending on vegetation period / acquisition time) (Alberti et al., 2013; Burnett
and Blaschke, 2003; Blaschke, 2010; Falkowski et al., 2009).

Methods
Comparison of the results against
manual vectorization of forest and
succession from 2009
orthophotomaps.
Considered only three classes from
OBIA analysis: forest, succession and
ground (refers to non-forest and nonsuccession class from manual
vectorization).

The study area:
• northern half of Budzów
commune (45 km2) in the
Polish Carpathians,
Małopolska province
• the hilly terrain is largely
covered by various size
forest patches and
agricultural land
• many abandoned fields
and grasslands have been
invaded by shrubs and
young trees.

manual vectorization

Results
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LiDAR point clouds:
• collected in May 2012 within the ISOK project (IT System of the Country's Protection
against extreme hazards; http://www.isok.gov.pl/en/)
• available in LAS format, classified according to ASPRS specification (ASPRS, 2010)
• approximate density: 4 pts/m2
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Conclusions
• high overall accuracy of the designed
algorithm
• succession is the most difficult to
distinguish on the base of visual
interpretation of aerial imagery, not
aided with information on vegetation
height (both high and low or mature
and young vegetation often looks
similar), which leads to succession
being classified as forest
• very sparse and low vegetation (e.g.
bushes), which can be visually
identified as bare ground, may be
automatically classified as early
succession
• in some cases, date of acquisition of
aerial imagery (2009) and LiDAR point
clouds (2012) may be essential, due to
real changes occurring in the landcover
• the proposed LiDAR-based procedure
allows for quickly processing data and
deriving reliable estimates over large
areas
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